Temporal resolution improvement in cardiac CT using PICCS (TRI-PICCS): performance studies.
The recently proposed prior image constrained compressed sensing (PICCS) method has been applied in cardiac MDCT to improve the temporal resolution by approximately a factor of 2, by using projection data acquired from half of the standard short-scan angular range to reconstruct images with improved temporal resolution. The method was referred to as temporal resolution improvement using PICCS (TRI-PICCS). The primary purpose of this article is to study (1) the relationship between the performance of the TRI-PICCS algorithm and the angular range of projection data used in image reconstruction; (2) the relationship between the performance of the TRI-PICCS algorithm and the motion orientations and motion patterns of moving objects; and (3) the relationship between the performance of the TRI-PICCS algorithm and various heart rates. A hybrid phantom consisting of realistic cardiac anatomy and eight moving objects with known motion profiles to simulate coronary arteries was constructed by superimposing the analytical projection data of eight simulated moving vessels to the in vivo projection data from a cardiac MDCT scan. The motion profiles of the moving objects may independently change orientations, period, and amplitude. A prior image was reconstructed using a short-scan filtered backprojection method from a gated short-scan data set for each given motion profile. The TRI-PICCS method was applied to improve temporal resolution for each configuration of given motion profiles of moving objects and given active angular range specified by the target temporal resolution. To quantitatively study the performance, figures of merit were introduced to quantify signal intensity deficit, image distortion, and residual motion artifacts, respectively. The performance of the TRI-PICCS method is the same when the projection data are taken from 100 degrees to 120 degrees. The performance of the TRI-PICCS method is independent of location and motion orientations. The performance of the TRI-PICCS method does not significantly degrade for heart rates up to 100 bpm with a gantry rotation speed of 350 ms per rotation. The TRI-PICCS method can be used to systematically improve temporal resolution for MDCT cardiac imaging by a factor of 2-2.3 and the performance of the TRI-PICCS method is insensitive to motion locations and motion orientations. The TRI-PICCS method enables a single-source MDCT scanner with 350 ms or faster gantry speed to scan patients with heart rates as high as 100 bpm.